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Advertising as Distortion of Learning in Markets with

Network Externalities

Kjell Arne Brekke and Mari Rege�

November 23, 2006

Abstract

We present a theory of how advertising can break a lock-in by distorting beliefs about market

shares in markets with network externalities. On the background of the availability heuristic

we assume that people learn about market shares by observing product adoption of others, but

are not able to fully distinguish between observations of real people and �ctitious characters

in advertisements. We look at a game between an incumbent and an entrant producing close

substitutes. Our analysis shows that if the entrant�s product is of su¢ ciently high quality, then

the entrant will use advertising in order to break the lock-in and the incumbent will not advertise

at all. However, if the quality di¤erential between the two products is small, then the incumbent

may advertise and make it unpro�table for the entrant to break the lock-in.
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1 Introduction

In many markets, the bene�ts of choosing one product over the others will depend on the share of

adopters. In particular, it is often the case that a consumer�s bene�t from choosing a product increases

with the number of other consumers using the product. This is known as network externalities (Katz

and Shapiro 1985). An important example is fuel cell cars. Most consumers prefer a traditional

gasoline car to a fuel cell car as long as most others own a gasoline car. This is because an infrastructure

providing easy access to re�ll of fuel cells will not be provided unless there is a su¢ ciently large demand.

In markets with network externalities, even if many consumers believe an alternative product

is inherently better, these consumers may not adopt the alternative product unless they expect a

su¢ ciently large share of other people to also adopt this product. Thus, the market can be locked-

in on the particular product currently dominating the market, even if this product is inferior to

alternatives. Clearly, consumers�beliefs about market shares are crucial as to whether the market

will be locked-in on an inferior product (Farrell and Saloner 1985 and 1986, Katz and Shapiro 1985

and 1992). In this paper we will present a theory of how advertising can possibly break a lock-in by

distorting beliefs about market shares in markets with network externalities.

Our theory of how advertising distorts beliefs about market shares is based on the �availability

heuristic�proposed by Tversky and Kahneman (1973). The availability heuristic says that people infer

the prevalence of an event �from the ease with which the event can be recalled or imagined�(Tversky

and Kahneman 1973). That is, a person who feels that one product seems more familiar than another,

infers that he must have seen the familiar product more often. The availability heuristic has been

supported by several experimental studies (see Schwarz and Vaughn 2002) and empirical investigations

(Schrum 1999).

The availability heuristic suggests that �rms can in�uence people�s perception of market shares by

making them more familiar with their products (Brekke and Rege 2006). This can be done by exposing

people to images of others using their products in advertisements1 . People learn about market shares
1This application of the availability heuristics can bee seen as a formal model of the �social proof� principle of
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by observing product adoption of others, but are not able to fully distinguish between observations of

real people and �ctitious characters in advertisements. Consequently, a person presented with a choice

between two products may feel that one is more familiar than the other. He is, however, not able to

fully detect whether this familiarity is due to exposure to advertisements. For illustrative purposes,

let us revisit the fuel cell car example: A consumer considering a fuel cell car has to assess the future

availability of required infrastructure. His assessment will depend on the share of people buying and

planning to buy a fuel cell car. This prevalence assessment can be distorted by advertising.

To study �rms� advertising behavior in markets with network externalities, we look at a game

between an incumbent and an entrant selling their products to consumers in�uenced by the availability

heuristics. The entrant�s product is a close substitute to the incumbent�s product. Both products

exhibit increasing returns to adoption: The bene�t of possessing a product is increasing with the share

of people who have adopted the product. Moreover, the entrant�s product is inherently better than

the incumbent�s product. The incumbent has a �rst mover advantage and decides in the �rst stage

how much to advertise. The entrant observes the incumbent�s advertising decision and then decides

how much to advertise.

The analysis shows that advertising can break a lock-in if and only if the entry product is of

su¢ ciently higher quality than the incumbent product. In order for the entrant to capture the market,

he needs to advertise such that the share of consumers who have adopted the entry product is above a

certain threshold level. This threshold is smaller, and thus the necessary advertising expenditures for

capturing the market are lower, the higher the entrant�s product quality. Thus, if the entrant�s product

quality is su¢ ciently high, then his bene�ts from capturing the market by advertising outweigh the

costs. The incumbent realizes that it is a �lost game�, and that he is better o¤ not advertising at all.

If the quality di¤erential between the incumbent and entrant is small, then the incumbent may

advertise in order to make it unpro�table for the entrant to break the lock-in. We refer to this as

preemptive advertising. In this case, the entrant realizes that it is a �lost game�, and that he is

marketing, discussed in Cialdini (1993).
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better o¤ not advertising at all. For very small product quality di¤erentials the incumbent does not

even need to advertise in order to make it unpro�table for the entrant to advertise. In this case the

incumbent maintains the lock-in even without advertising.

Economists have long been concerned about how advertising can deter entrance and reduce com-

petition2 (see e.g. Williamson 1963, Needham 1976, Salop 1979, Spence 1980, Schmalensee 1983,

Bagwell and Ramey 1990 ). Our paper di¤ers from these treatments in that it analyzes how adver-

tising can a¤ect competition in markets with network externalities. Moreover, our paper suggest an

explicit mechanism through which advertising a¤ects behavior in market with network externalitites.

In this way our paper is related to Pastine and Pastine (2002), who provides an alternative mechanism

for advertising in markets with network externalitites. The authors demonstrate that in such mar-

kets advertising may function as a device to coordinate consumer expectations of other consumers�

purchasing decisions. While Pastine and Pastine (2002) look at fully rational individual, we look at

boundedly rational individuals who are not fully able to distinguish between observation of real peo-

ple and observations from advertisements. Thus, our paper adds to the recently emerging economic

literature on advertising and bounded rationality (see e.g. Gabaix and Laibson 2004, Shapiro 2005,

Loginova 2005, Krähmer 2004).

2 Lock-In

A lock-in is a situation in which a product is maintaining the majority of the market despite the

presence of a higher quality close substitute. In this section we will present a simple model illustrating

conditions under which a lock-in can arise3 . This model will allow us later, in section 5, to study

�rms�advertising behavior in markets with network externalities.

Look at the market for two durable products X and Y , which are close substitutes. At any given

2For an overview of this literature, see Bagwell�s (2005) excellent survey of economic analyses of advertising, chapter

7.
3Our model is similar to the formulation in Farrell and Saloner (1986).
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time there is a continuum [0; 1] of people possessing either good X or good Y . Let x (t) denote the

share of people possessing X at time t. Assume that both product X and Y exhibit increasing returns

to adoption: The bene�t of possessing X (Y ) is higher, the larger the share of people who have

adopted X (Y ). Moreover, product Y is inherently better than product X, meaning that a person

will always prefer Y to X if at least as many people have adopted Y as X. We will capture this by

assuming that a person i�s payo¤ �i of possessing X or Y at time t is given by:

�i (X) = x (t)

�i (Y ) = 1� x (t) + i,
(1)

where i is uniformly distributed on [0; a] and a < 1. Note that for a given x (t), a larger a will

increase the share of people who prefer Y to X. Thus, in the following we will refer to a larger a as a

larger product quality di¤erential between Y and X.

In every time interval � a random small share � of people possessing either X or Y stop using their

product, and equally many new people enter the market for X and Y . We will refer to the people

entering the market for X and Y at time t as the consumers at time t. These consumers have to

decide whether to buy product X or Y . A consumer will choose X if her expected utility of choosing

X is higher than her expected utility of choosing Y .

The consumers at any time t have imperfect information about the market share x (t). We will

capture this by assuming that with probability 1
2 a consumer is informed and receives perfect infor-

mation about x (t), while with probability 1
2 a consumer is uninformed and does not receive any direct

information about x (t). An uninformed consumer believes a priori that X is uniformly distributed on

[0; 1]. Before making her choice, however, she observes the choice of one random individual who cur-

rently possess X or Y and updates her beliefs about x (t) accordingly. We will denote this observation

by o 2 fX;Y g.

Let4 �I (x) denote the share of informed consumers choosing X, given that a share x of the

4 In the remaining we will often omit t for notational convenience.
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population is currently using X. Equation (1) implies that an informed consumer i chooses X if

x > 1� x+ i

Since i is uniformly distributed on [0; a], this implies that

�I (x) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0 if x < 1

2

2x�1
a if 12 < x <

1+a
2

1 if x > 1+a
2

(2)

Let �U (x) denote the share of uninformed consumers choosing X, given that a share x of the

population is currently using X. If a person observes X, her updated beliefs about x are given by

Pr (xjo = X) = Pr(o = Xjx)f(x)R 1
0
Pr(o = Xjx)f(x)dx

=
xR 1

0
xdx

= 2x;

where f(x) = 1 is the prior (uniform) probability distribution. Thus, equation (1) implies that an

uninformed consumer i who observes X chooses X ifZ 1

0

2x2dx >

Z 1

0

2x (1� x) dx+ i

, 1

3
> i (3)

This implies that if a < 1
3 , then all uninformed consumers who observe X will choose X. To focus on

the most interesting case5 we will for the remainder of the paper we assume that a > 1
3 . Now, since

i is uniformly distributed on [0; a], it follows from (3) that a share 1
3a of the uninformed who observe

X choose X. Of course, all uninformed consumers who observe Y choose Y , since Y is inherently

better than product X. Thus, since a share x of the uninformed consumer observes X, the share of

uninformed consumers choosing X is given by

�U (x) =
x

3a
(4)

Recall that in every time interval � a random small share � of people possessing X or Y stop using

their product, and equally many new people enter the market for X and Y . This implies the following
5This is most interesting baceause it is harder to maintain a lock-in, the larger the quality di¤erential.
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dynamics6 for adoption of X:

x (t+ �)� x(t) = ��x (t) + � 1
2
(�I (x (t)) + �U (x (t))) (5)

The �rst term in equation (5) re�ects the number of people who stop using X; while the second term

re�ects the number of new people adopting X. Equation (5) implies the following dynamics:

_x = lim
�!0

x (t+ �)� x (t)
�

=

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

1
2

�
x
3a � 2x

�
if x < 1

2

1
2

�
x
3a � 2x+

2x�1
a

�
if 12 < x <

1+a
2

1
2

�
x
3a � 2x+ 1

�
if x > 1+a

2

(6)

The dynamics for adoption of X represented by equation (6) allows us to study the possibility

of a lock-in on X. Figure 1 illustrates what is proven in Proposition 1. The �gure plots _x as given

in equation (6) for di¤erent quality di¤erentials7 . An increase in the quality di¤erential between the

two products shifts the _x curve downwards. Note that for the lowest quaility di¤erential, the _x curve

crosses zero at a high market share xH . Moreover, in the area close to xH , _x > 0 for x < xH and _x < 0

for x > xH . The market share thus locally converges to xH . Thus, a lock-in at a high market share is

possible if the quality di¤erential between the two products is not too big (i.e. 13 < a <
1
2 ). For a =

1
2

the _x curve is the line just touching zero at xH . Now, x = xH is not a stable point since in the area

close to xH , _x < 0 for all x 6= xH . A lock-in is thus not possible if the quality di¤erential is su¢ ciently

large (i.e. a � 1
2 ). Then, product Y is so much better than X that some new consumers will choose

Y even when everybody is using X. These consumers will induce a multiplier e¤ect reinforcing the

future consumers�incentives to use Y .

In the case where a lock-in is possible, let x̂ denote the market share where the increasing part of

the dynamic path crosses zero8 . We then see from Figure 1 that if Y has a su¢ ciently large market

6This is similar to learning dynamics in evolutionary game theory. See e.g. Gale, Binmore and Samuelson (1995).
7Recall that the quality di¤erential between the two product is larger, the larger a. In the �gure we have used the

values a = 0:4; 0:5 and 0:6.
8 x̂ is formally de�ned in the proof of Proposition 1.
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Figure 1: The dynamics of market shares

share (i.e. x < x̂) an increasing number of consumers will buy Y ( _x < 0). Hence, in order to establish

a new product Y in the market, the new product must reach a market share of 1� x̂. The better the

quality of the new product Y (larger a), the easier it is to establish Y .

Proposition 1

� There is an asymptotically stable state in which a share xL = 0 (i.e. nobody) consumes the

inferior good X.

� If 1
3 < a < 1

2 , then there is an asymptotically stable state in which the market is locked in on

the inferior good X. In this look-in a share xH = 3a
6a�1 consumes X.

Proof. See Appendix.
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3 Availability Heuristic

The model presented in the previous section illustrated how beliefs about market share are a crucial

factor as to whether the market will be locked in on the inferior product in markets with network

externalities. In these markets, even if many consumers think an alternative product is inherently

better, these consumers may not adopt the alternative product unless they expect a su¢ ciently large

share of other people to also adopt this product. In this section we will, based on the �availability

heuristic�, proposed by Tversky and Kahneman (1973), make the argument that advertising can a¤ect

beliefs about market shares in markets with network externalities.

Tversky and Kahneman (1973) suggest that people infer the prevalence of an event �from the ease

with which the event can be recalled or imagined.�That is, if it is easier for a person to imagineH than

to imagine L, then the person infers that H happens more frequently than L. The availability heuristic

has been detected in several experimental studies (see Schwarz and Vaughn 2002). Moreover, Schrum

(1999) argues that the availability heuristic can explain several empirical studies linking television

watching to greater perceptions of the prevalence of violent crime, prostitution, alcoholism, drug

abuse, divorce, heroic doctors, and private swimming pools. Schrum argues that frequent television

watching increases the ease with which a person can imagine these types of events and thus makes

him or her overestimate the prevalence of these events.

The availability heuristic suggests that people are not able to fully distinguish between di¤erent

sources of information. Based on this theory, we will in the following assume that consumers are

unable to distinguish between observations of real people and �ctitious characters in advertisements9 .

A person presented a choice between H and L may feel that H is more familiar than L. He is,

however, not able to detect whether this is due to his exposure to advertisements. This is in line with

important �ndings in cognitive psychology indicating clear functional di¤erences between familiarity

9Clearly a more realistic assumption would be that consumers have some ability, however imperfect, to distinguish

between observations of real people and �ctitious characters. Such an assumption would, however, further complicate

our analysis without altering the results.
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and recollection10 . When a person sees something that is familiar, the source of that familiarity is

often ambiguous.

4 Advertising as Distortion of Learning

In this section we introduce �rms� possibility to advertise into the model presented in Section 2.

Assume that �rms can expose people to images of others using their product in advertisements. As

in Section 2, prior to making his choice of whether to buy product X or Y , a consumer observes the

product choice of one other person. Now, however, this person can either be a �ctitious character in

an advertisement or a real person possessing product X or Y . Let this observation be denoted by

o 2 fX;Y g. Based on the evidence of the availability heuristics reviewed in the previous section we

will assume that consumers are unable to distinguish between observations of real people and �ctitious

characters in advertisements.

Let zi re�ect the size of i�s advertising campaign by denoting an individual�s likelihood of ob-

serving product i in an advertisement. Assume that if a person does not observe product X or Y

in an advertisement, then he observes product X with likelihood x, where x denotes the share of

people possessing X. Thus, an individual�s likelihood of observing either a �ctitious character in an

advertisement or a real person using X is given by

Pr(o = Xjx; zX ; zY ) = zX + (1� zX � zY )x

As in the case with no advertising11 a share 1
3a of the uninformed consumer who observesX chooses

X. Moreover, all uninformed consumers who observes Y choose Y , since Y is inherently better than

product X. Then, since a share zX + (1� zX � zY )x of the uninformed consumers observes X, the

share of uninformed consumers choosing X is given by12

10See Kelley and Jacoby (2000) for a survey of this literature.
11We assume that the consumers are naive, i.e. they do not take advertising into consideration when updating their

beliefs about X.
12Note that we must always have zX + zY � 1. We thus assume that zX ; zY � 1=2, and with the below cost
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�U (x) = (zX + (1� zX � zY )x)
1

3a

As in the model with no advertising, the share of informed consumers choosing X is given by

�I (x) in equation (2). Plugging in for �U (x) and �I (x) in equation (5) gives us the following

dynamics for adoption of X:

_x (x) = lim
�!0

x (t+ �)� x (�)
�

(7)

=

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

1
2 (zX + (1� zX � zY )x)

1
3a � x if x < 1

2

1
2 (zX + (1� zX � zY )x)

1
3a � x+

2x�1
2a if 12 � x �

1+a
2

1
2 (zX + (1� zX � zY )x)

1
3a � x+

1
2 if x > 1+a

2

Note that for zX = zY = 0 (i.e. no advertising) the dynamics in equation (7) is identical to

(6). Moreover, increasing zX will shift the dynamic path upwards, whereas increasing zY will shift

it downwards. Indeed, if Y �s advertising campaign is su¢ ciently larger than X�s campaign (i.e. zY

su¢ ciently large), then there exist no asymptotically state in which the market is locked in on X.

We will denote this critical level of �rm Y advertising as ẑY (zX ; a). To determine ẑY it is useful to

establish the following Lemma:

Lemma 2 The condition _x
�
1+a
2

�
= 0 uniquely determines a function z�Y (zX ; a), where

@z�Y
@zX

> 0 and

@z�Y
@a < 0 for all zX and a < 1.

Proof. See Appendix.

Lemma 2 allows us to de�ne the critical level of �rm Y advertising as

ẑY (zX ; a) = max f0; z�Y (zX ; a)g , (8)

where Y will break a lock-in if zY � ẑY (this will be proven in Proposition 3). Let xH (zX ; zY ) denote

the solution to _x (x) = 0 for x > 1+a
2 and let xL (zX ; zY ) denote the solution to _x (x) = 0 for x < 1

2 .

assumptions, this constraint will be non-binding.
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This notation allows us to establish Proposition 3 stating conditions under which the two di¤erent

types of stable states exist.

Proposition 3

a) If zY < ẑY (zX ; a), then there are two asymptotically stable states: On state, xH (zX ; zY ) > 1+a
2 ;

in which the market is locked in on the inferior good X, and another state, xL (zX ; zY ) < 1
2 ; in

which the majority consumes the non-inferior good Y .

b) If zY � ẑY (zX ; a) ; then there is a unique asymptotically stable, xL (zX ; zY ) < 1
2 ; in which the

majority consumes the non-inferior good Y .

Proof. See Appendix.

Note from Proposition 3 that if zY � ẑY (zX ; a), then xH is no longer a stable state and the

economy will move to the stable state xL where Y has the majority of the market. This suggests that

by advertising s.t. zY � ẑY (zX ; a), Y can break a lock-in on X: However, depending on the cost of

advertising, this may not be pro�table for Y . In particular, since @ẑY
@zX

> 0, the amount of advertising

necessary to break a lock-in is increasing in zX . This may give X a possibility to make it unpro�table

for Y to break the lock-in. We will refer to a situation in which X advertises in order to maintain the

lock-in as preemptive advertising. In the next section we investigate conditions under which Y will

break a lock-in and conditions under which there will be preemptive advertising.

5 Breaking the Lock-in and Preemptive Advertising

In this section we will endogenize the sizes of �rms and �s advertising campaigns. We will refer to �rm

X as the incumbent and �rm Y as the entrant. We look at a two stage game where the incumbent has

a �rst mover advantage and decides �rst how much to advertise. The entrant observes the incumbent�s

advertising decision and then decides how much to advertise. We assume that the resulting market

shares are determined by the continuous time model of the product market presented in Section 4.
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We assume that this market converges quickly to a new steady state, and that the �rms�payo¤s are

determined by the new steady state.

The following analysis allows us to investigate conditions under which Y will break a lock-in and

conditions under which there will be preemptive advertising. Our analysis will show that if Y �s product

is of su¢ ciently high quality, then it is pro�table to use advertising in order to break a lock-in. We

refer to this as advertising breaking the lock-in. However, if the quality di¤erential between Y and X

is small, then the incumbent may advertise in order to make it unpro�table for Y to break the lock-in.

We refer to this as preemptive advertising.

Assume now that X is the incumbent initially having the whole market. Then, another �rm tries

to enter this market by introducing a product Y that is a close substitute to X. Both product X

and Y exhibit increasing returns to adoption: The bene�t of possessing X (Y ) is higher, the larger

the share of people who have adopted X (Y ). Moreover, product Y is inherently better than X as

described in Section 2. Look at the two stage game illustrated in Figure 2:

The incumbent X has a �rst mover advantage and decides in the �rst stage how much to advertise,

zX . The entrant Y observes �rmX�s advertising decision, zX , and then decides how much to advertise,

zY . Each �rm i�s cost of advertising is kzi. Each �rm�s payo¤ �i is given by the resulting stable steady

state market share (derived in Section 4) minus its advertising costs kzi. We know from Proposition

3 that if Y chooses zY � ẑY in the second stage, then the stable steady state market share of X is

xL (zX ; zY ), whereas if Y chooses zY < ẑY , then the steady state market share of X is xH (zX ; zY )

(since the incumbent initially had the whole market). The game will be solved by backwards induction.

Recall that ẑY (zX ; a) denotes the minimum advertising level necessary for Y to break a lock-in.

We start our analysis by establishing Lemma 4 saying that if the cost of advertising is su¢ ciently

large13 (i.e. k > 2), then no more than one �rm will advertise in equilibrium. If one �rm advertises,

then it will either be the entrant advertising the minimum amount necessary in order to break the

13Since the market size is 1, any advertising cost exceeding 1 will be suboptimal. It follows that zX ; zY � 1
k
and

hence k > 2 ensures that the condition zX ; zY � 1
2
is satis�ed.
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Figure 2: The advertising game

lock-in, or it will be the incumbent advertising the minimum amount necessary in order to maintain

the lock-in:

Lemma 4 Assume that k > 2:

� In a sub-game perfect equilibrium, Y either chooses to advertise such that zY = ẑY in order to

break the lock-in, or Y does not advertise at all.

� In a sub-game perfect equilibrium, X either chooses to maintain the lock-in with preemptive

advertising, or X does not advertise at all. If X chooses to preempt, then X will choose the

minimum advertising level necessary to achieve this.

Proof. See Appendix.
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Lemma 4 implies that Y will choose to break the lock-in if:

��Y (zX) � �Y (zX ; ẑY )� �Y (zX ; 0)

= xH(zX ; 0)� xL(zX ; ẑY )� kẑY � 0 (9)

Note that if ��Y (0) < 0, then Y will choose not to break the lock-in even if X does not advertise.

Thus, in this case X does not have to do anything to maintain the lock-in. In the following Lemma

we characterize the conditions under which this applies:

Lemma 5 Assume k > 2. The equation ��Y (0) = 0 uniquely determines a strictly increasing

function ~a (k) with limk!1 ~a (k) =
1
2 . In a sub-game perfect equilibrium, the incumbent X will

maintain the lock-in without advertising if and only if a < ~a (k).

Proof. See Appendix.

Consider now the case where a � ~a (k). Then, preemption requires X to advertise such that

zX � ẑX , where ẑX is determined by14

��Y (ẑX) = 0: (10)

Lemma 4 established that X will either choose to preempt s.t. zX = ẑX or he will not advertise at

all. Firm X�s payo¤ from preemption is higher than his payo¤ from not advertising at all if:

��X � xH (ẑX ; 0)� kẑX � xL (0; ẑY (0)) � 0 (11)

This leads us to establish the following Lemma:

Lemma 6 Assume k > 2. The equation ��X = 0 uniquely determines a function â (k) ; s.t. â (k) < 1
2

for all k and limk!1 â (k) =
1
2 . In a sub-game perfect equilibrium, X will preempt s.t. zX = ẑX if

and only if ~a (k) < a < â (k) < 1
2 .

Recall from Proposition 3 that if a � 1
2 then there is no lock-in even if X does not advertise. Since

X will advertise only if a < â (k) < 1
2 , Y will break the lock-in without advertising when a > 1

2 . The

following Proposition follows directly from this observation and from Lemma 4, 5 and 6.
14��Y is de�ned in equation (9). By lemma 9, ��Y is declining in zX and hence ẑX is uniquely de�ned.
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Proposition 7 For k > 2

� Lock-in with no advertising: If a < ~a (k), then there is a unique sub-game prefect equilibrium

in which neither X nor Y will advertise. X will maintain its lock-in.

� Lock-in with preemptive advertising: If ~a (k) < a < â (k), then there is a unique sub-game

prefect equilibrium in which X will preempt s.t. zX = ẑX ; and Y will choose not to advertise at

all. X will maintain its lock-in.

� Break lock-in with advertising: If 1
2 > a � â (k), then there is a unique sub-game prefect

equilibrium in which X will choose not advertise at all, and Y will choose to break the lock-in

with advertising zY = z�Y (0).

� Break lock-in without advertising: If a � 1
2 , then there is a unique sub-game prefect

equilibrium in which neither X nor Y advertise, and the lock-in is broken.

Figure 3 illustrates all possible sub-game perfect equilibria stated in Proposition 7. Recall from

Proposition 1, that if X has a dominant market share initially, the market will be locked in on a high

market share for X whenever a < 1
2 . With advertising however, Y will be able to break the lock-in

for a > â(k). Thus the cases in which a lock-in would be broken if no advertising was possible (see

Proposition 1) are a subset of the cases in which a lock-in would be broken if advertising was possible.

Thus, even if opening up for advertising means opening up for preemptive advertising, this does not

seem to hinder competition. This allows us to state the following Corollary:

Corollary 8 Advertising increases the likelihood that a lock-in on an inferior product will be broken.

6 Conclusion

Economists have long been concerned about how advertising can deter entrance and reduce competi-

tion (see e.g. Williamson 1963, Needham 1976, Salop 1979, Spence 1980, Schmalensee 1983, Bagwell
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Figure 3: The equilibrium outcome
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and Ramey 1990). In order to evaluate the impact of advertising on competition it is important to

understand how advertising a¤ects peoples� choices. In this paper we look at how advertising can

a¤ect behavior in markets with network externalities. In these markets entry is particularly di¢ cult

because the market can be locked-in on the particular product currently dominating the market, even

if this product is inferior to alternatives. The lock-in occurs because most consumers prefer the prod-

uct most others are possessing. Based on the phenomenon of the availability heuristic we suggest

that, in markets with network externalities, advertising can a¤ect people�s choices by distorting their

beliefs about market shares.

Our analysis shows that in markets with network externalities advertising will not deter entrance.

In fact, advertising increases the likelihood that a lock-in will be broken. In particular, we show that

if the entrant�s product is of su¢ ciently high quality, then it is pro�table to use advertising in order to

break a lock-in. In this case the incumbent realizes that it is a �lost game�, and that he is better o¤

not advertising at all. If the quality di¤erential between the incumbent and the entrant is small, then

the incumbent may advertise in order to make it unpro�table for the entrant to break the lock-in.

This preemptive advertising does, however, only deter entry when the entrant would not have been

able to break the lock-in anyway, even if advertising was impossible. Thus, in this case advertising

introduces a deadweight loss in terms of advertising expenditures.

Our model has important policy implications. It suggests that regulating advertising can deter

entry in markets with network externalities by not allowing potential entrants with products of sub-

stantially better quality to break a lock-in by advertising. There is, however, also a positive e¤ect

of regulating advertising. It will reduce the deadweight loss in terms of advertising expenditures

among incumbents protecting themselves against potential entrants with products of marginally bet-

ter quality. However, if the policy goal is to reduce barriers to entry for higher quality products, then

advertising should not be restricted.
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A Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. If a < 1
2 , then equation (6) implies that there are three steady states:

xL = 0; x̂ =
3

7�6a and xH =
3a
6a�1 . Moreover, _x < 0 for x 2 (0; x̂)[ (xH ; 1) and _x > 0 for x 2 (x̂; xH).

Hence, there are two asymptotically stable states: xL = 0 and xH = 3a
6a�1 . If a =

1
2 , then equation (6)

implies that there are two steady states: xL = 0 and x̂ = 3
4 . Moreover, _x < 0 for x 2 (0; x̂) [ (x̂; 1).

Hence, there is one asymptotically stable states: xL = 0. If a > 1
2 , then equation (6) implies that

there is one steady states: xL = 0: Moreover, _x < 0 for x 2 (0; 1). Hence, there is one asymptotically

stable states: xL = 0.

Proof of Lemma 2. Setting _x (x) = 0 and x = 1+a
2 in equation (7) implies

z�Y (zX ; a) =
1 + zX (1� a) + a� 6a2

1 + a
(12)

Di¤erentiating z�Y with respect to zX and a yields:

@z�Y
@zX

=
1� a
1 + a

> 0

@z�Y
@a

= �2zX + 6a+ 3a
2

(1 + a)
2 < 0

Proof of Proposition 3. If zY < ẑY (zX ; a), then equation (7) implies that there are three steady

states:

xL (zX ; zY ) =
zX

6a� (1� zX � zY )
(13)

x̂ (zX ; zY ) =
3� zX

7� zX � zY � 6a
(14)

xH (zX ; zY ) =
zX + 3a

6a� (1� zX � zY )
(15)

Moreover, _x < 0 for x 2 (0; x̂)[(xH ; 1) and _x > 0 for x 2 (x̂; xH). Hence, there are two asymptotically

stable states: xL and xH . If zY = ẑY (zX ; a), then equation (6) implies that there are two steady
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states:

xL (zX ; zY ) =
zX

6a� (1� zX � zY )

x̂ (zX ; zY ) =
1 + a

2

Moreover, _x < 0 for x 2 (0; x̂) [ (x̂; 1). Hence, there is one asymptotically stable state xL. If

zY < ẑY (zX ; a), then equation (6) implies that there is one steady state

xL (zX ; zY ) =
zX

6a� (1� zX � zY )

Moreover, _x < 0 for x 2 (0; 1). Hence, there is one asymptotically stable states xL.

Proof of Lemma 4. In order to prove the �rst statement we must establish that, given that Y

breaks the lock-in, then Y cannot increase pro�ts by advertising more, i.e. �@xL
@zY

< k. Moreover,

we must establish that, given that Y does not break the lock-in, then Y cannot increase pro�ts by

advertising more, i.e. �@xH
@zY

< k: Di¤erentiating equations (13) and (15) with respect to zY and using

that a > 1
3 and k > 2 yield:

�@xL
@zY

=
zX

(zX + zY + 6a� 1)2
<

zX

(1 + zX + zY )
2 < 1 < k

�@xH
@zY

=
zX + 3a

(6a� (1� zX � zY ))2
<

zX + 3a

(3a+ zX + zY )2
< 1 < k

In order to prove the second statement we must establish that, given that Y will break the lock-

in, then X cannot increase pro�ts by advertising more, i.e. @xL
@zX

< k. Moreover, we must establish

that, given that Y will not break the lock-in, then X cannot increase pro�ts by advertising more, i.e.

@xH
@zX

+ @xH
@zY

@zY
@zX

< k: Di¤erentiating equations (13) and (15) with respect to zX and using that a > 1
3

and k > 2 yields

@xL
@zX

=
�1 + zX + zY + 6a� zX
(�1 + zX + zY + 6a)2

=
6a� 1 + zY

(6a� (1� zX � zY ))2
< 1 < k

@xH
@zX

+
@xH
@zY

@zY
@zX

=
6a� (1� zX � zY )� (zX + 3a)

(6a� (1� zX � zY ))2
+

zX + 3a

(6a� (1� zX � zY ))2
1� a
1 + a

<
1

6a� 1 + zX + zY
<

1

(1 + zX + zY )
< 1 < k
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Proof of Lemma 5. Recall that ẑY (zX ; a) = max f0; z�Y g. Equation (9), (12), (13) and (15)

imply

��Y (0) =
1

2

1 + 2a+ a2 � 2k � 2ka+ 12ka2
1 + a

(16)

Thus, equation (16) and the condition ��Y (0) = 0 determine:

~a(k) =
�1 + k + 5k

q
1� 12

25k

(1 + 12k)

Di¤erentiating with respect to k yields

@~a(k)

@k
=
13k

q�
25k�12

k

�
+ 97k � 6

k
q�

25k�12
k

�
(1 + 12k)

2
> 0

Moreover,

lim
k!1

~a(k) = lim
k!1

�1
k + 1 + 5

q
1� 12

25k�
1
k + 12

� =
1

2

Di¤erentiating equation (16) with respect to a yields:

@

@a
[��Y (0)] =

1

2

1 + 2a+ a2 + 24ka+ 12ka2

(1 + a)
2 > 0

Moreover, by de�nition ��Y (0) = 0 if a = ~a (k). Thus, �� < 0 for a < ~a (k) and �� > 0 for

a > ~a (k).

Proof of Lemma 6. By de�nition of â (k)

��X ja=â(k) = 0 (17)

Thus, if d
da��X < 0; then it follows that ��X < 0 for a > â (k) and X will not advertise. Moreover,

it follows that ��X > 0 for a < â (k) and X will advertise. In the following we prove that

d

da
��X =

@��X
@a

+
@��X
@ẑX

@ẑX
@a

< 0

Note �rst that from (11), (13) and (15) we get

��X = xH(ẑX ; 0)� xL(0; ẑY (0))� kẑX

=
ẑX + 3a

6a� 1 + ẑX
� kẑX
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and hence

@��X
@a

= � 3(1 + zX)

(6a� 1 + ẑX)2
< 0 (18)

@��X
@ẑX

=
3a� 1

(6a� 1 + ẑX)2
� 1 < 0

Thus, it remains to prove that @ẑX@a � 0. Recall from (10) that ẑX is de�ned by the equation

��Y (ẑX) = 0

Combining this equation with (9) it follows that ẑY (zX) = 1
k (xH � xL) > 0, and the condition of

Lemma 6�below is satis�ed. Now, since ��Y (ẑX) = 0 for all a,

d

da
��Y (ẑX) =

@��Y
@a

+
@��Y
@ẑX

@ẑX
@a

= 0

and from Lemma 6�below we se that

@ẑX
@a

= �
@��Y
@a

@��Y
@ẑX

> 0

Next we prove that â(k) < 1=2 for all k. Since â(k) is de�ned as the value of a where ��X = 0 and

since d
da��X < 0; the claim that â(k) < 1=2 for all k follows if we show that ��X < 0 for a = 1=2 and

all k. Note that if ẑX > 1=k, then the advertising cost is kẑX > 1. Moreover, since (xH �xL) < 1, we

must then have ��X = xH � xL � kẑX < 0. Hence, since @
@zX

��Y (zX) < 0 (by Lemma 6�) we only

need to show that for a = 1=2 setting zX = 1=k is not su¢ cient to preemt entry, i.e we need to show

that ��Y (1=k) > 0 when a = 1=2.

Now to prove that for a = 1=2 setting zX = 1=k is not su¢ cient to preemt entry, incert a = 1=2

in (12) and (8) to get

ẑY (zX) =
zX
3
:
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Hence, from (9), (13) and (15) setting zX = 1=k we �nd

��Y = xH(zX ; 0)� xL(zX ; ẑY (zX))� kẑY (zX)

=
3
2 + zX

2 + zX
� zX

2 + 4
3zX

� k zX
3

>
3
2

2 + zX
� k zX

3
>
1

2
� 1
3
> 0

This completes the proof that â(k) < 1=2 for all k.

Similarly, for a = ~a(k) we know by de�nition (Lemma 5) that ��Y (0) = 0, and thus by de�nition

of ẑX (se equation 10) it follows that ẑX = 0. Clearly ��X = xH � xL � kẑX > 0, and since we

know from (18) that @��X
@a < 0 it then follows that â(k) > ~a (k). Combining ~a (k) < â (k) < 1=2 and

limk!1 ~a (k) =
1
2 , we see that limk!1 â (k) =

1
2 .

Lemma 6� @
@zX

��Y (zX) < 0. Moreover, if ẑY (zX) > 0 then @
@a��Y (zX) > 0.

Proof. If ẑY (zX) > 0 it follows from (8) that ẑY (zX) = z�Y (zX). Combining (9), (13), (15) and

(12) we �nd

��Y (zX) = xH � xL � kẑY (zX)

=
zX + 3a

6a� 1 + zX
� zX (1 + a)

2(zX + 3a)
� k 1� a

1 + a
(zX + 3a) + k(3a� 1):

If ẑY (zX) = 0, then ��Y (zX) = xH � xL and the last two terms disappear.

To prove @
@zX

��Y (zX) < 0 we consider �rst the case ẑY (zX) > 0:

@

@zX
��Y (zX) =

@

@zX

�
zX + 3a

6a� 1 + zX
� zX (1 + a)

2(zX + 3a)
� k 1� a

1 + a
(zX + 3a) + k(3a� 1)

�
=

3a� 1
(6a� 1 + zX)2

� 3a (a+ 1)

2(zX + 3a)2
� k 1� a

1 + a

<
2 (3a� 1)� 3a (a+ 1)

2 (3a+ zX)
2 � k 1� a

1 + a

= �2� 3a(1� a)
2 (3a+ zX)

2 � k
1� a
1 + a

< 0

If ẑY (zX) = 0; the last term will be zero, but that will not a¤ect the sign.
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Next, we show that @
@a��Y (zX) > 0 when ẑY (zX) > 0

@
@a��Y (zX) =

@
@a

h
zX+3a
6a�1+zX �

zX(1+a)
2(zX+3a)

� k 1�a1+a (zX + 3a) + k(3a� 1)
i

= 6ak
a+1 �

3(1+zX)

(6a+zX�1)2
+ zX(3�zX)

2(3a+zX)
2 +

k(3a+zX)
a+1 + k(3a+zX)(1�a)

(a+1)2
> 0

To se the last inequality, note �rst that the expression is increasing in k and hence if it is positive for

k = 2 it will be positive for all k > 2. Setting k = 2 we can derive a lower bound for the �rst term

6ak
a+1 >

12
4 = 3. The only negative term is the second one, but this term is decreasing in a and hence

for a > 1=3 we get 3(1+zX)

(6a+zX�1)2
< 3(1+zX)

(2+zX�1)2
< 3:
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